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Broad Peak Climbed in One Day
Krzysztof Wielicki
Translated by Ingeborga Doubrawa-Cochlin
Photographs 27 -28

It is 11 July 1984. The weather has improved but on account of the fresh snow
climbing conditions have deteriorated. We say goodbye to Janusz, Walek and
Rysiek. In three hours they will be at our advanced Base Camp below the W wall of
Broad Peak and tomorrow they will move towards the summit. I am restless at
Base Camp and cannot find anywhere to put myself. Will the weather hold out
and will everything go according to plan?
On 13 July I set off from Base Camp and reach the W wall after a few hours'
climbing. The rest of the day I spend in the tent which does not give much
protection against the heat. Through fear of oversleeping I do not lie down but
amuse myself cooking and thinking. Till now I have not been thinking about the
tactics and the technical preparations for my climb. Today, for the first time I
analyse the impending dangers which are plentiful in the mountains. The worst
threat for me is the danger of fainting because of the fast climb and reaching a
high altitude too quickly after extreme physical effort. My imagination becomes
even more active when I start to think about what sometimes happens to athletes
on the track, particularly short and long distance runners. What would happen to
me if I suddenly passed out during a solitary climb? Would my body give advance
warning before it happened? I would love to have an opinion from the doctor but
he is not here. The fact is that my friends are supposed to be finishing their climb
and are somewhere around, but this does not put my mind at rest because they are
a few hours away. It is nearly midnight and this means that I must think about
other things. I begin to prepare for my climb and plan the route. I pack extra
woollen clothing and a windproof suit, polarwear, plastic sheet, two pitons, one
ice piton, three tapes, camera + film, one head lamp, spare battery, some food for
the assault on the summit and a 2-litre flash with orange juice.
When I leave the tent it is 20 minutes after midnight and therefore 14 July.
There is a full moon. All around me is complete stillness and a deep penetrating
cold. I decide to leave behind my head-lamp. I take three deep breaths and start. I
negotiate the lower part of the wall using Messner's variant avoiding the
dangerous couloir.
.
The snow and ice are good so I reach Camp 1 (5800m) very quickly. I cannot
stop at Camp 1 because there is no tent. Just one gulp of juice from my flask then I
continue my climb up the treacherous ice wall. After climbing 200m I reach the
first of the fixed ropes which will secure me over the steepest parts. I am using
them but not too much because they are not in very good condition. It is cold,
very cold. I begin to become concerned because I am already losing the feeling in
my feet. To avoid frostbite I must stop at Camp 2 (6550m). We have set up a
Messner-Nippin tent here. It takes me about half an hour to heat some juice and at
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the same time to warm my feet and smear them with anti-frostbite cream. The ice
and rock part of the wall above Camp 2 is very difficult but it leads towards
enormous fields of snow and ice which in turn eventually lead me to Camp 3
(7200m).
We have a Terrino tent set up here. I hurriedly prepare some tea and repeat the
operation with my feet which have become very cold again. Next to me in the
same camp are other tents belonging to some Italians and Swiss who are going
down after having reached the summit. Time is pressing but I do not want to leave
the tent until the sun comes out to warm me. In spite of the shortage oftime I wait
patiently for the first rays of the sun which do not appear until lOam.
When I was climbing towards Camp 3 earlier I had spotted my friends
somewhere in the middle of the couloir leading out to the col. So the first part of
the plan had been realized.
I leave Camp 3 in a hurry. There are footprints in the snow so it is easy to move
in the deep snow. I reach the end of the couloir after making my way through the
seracs. The tracks disappear here blown away by the wind, so my speed slows
down a little. Luckily the col is not far now.
As I approach the col I am greatly encouraged. It looks as though I shall reach
that point on schedule: I had made up my mind that I would only attempt an
attack on the summit if I reached the col before 3pm. I succeed in doing just that.
Already at 2pm I can see Tibet ahead. Unfortunately I have developed a headache
which is worrying me. I take some pyralgina tablets.
I cannot forget what happened to the Polish expedition (and many of my close
friends) in 1975 atthis very spot. It was one of the worsttragedies in the history of
Polish Alpinism. About 20m above the col towards the Broad Peak summit a
Nanga Parbat ice-axe can be seen driven into the ice in a small snow-field. Most
probably the last descent of that expedition was established from it - only 20m
separated Bohdan Nowaczyk from life. I drive away these sad memories from my
mind and start to climb the ridge towards the summit. It is very difficult with
treacherous cornices protruding in places requiring tremendous concentration.
The summit does not want to come near.
At one moment I see my friends on one of the protrusions of the ridge. 'At last
the end of the climb', I think. But it is not true. I can only congratulate Janusz,
Walek and Rysiek and thank them for their help. They are on their way down. I
still have about another 20 minutes climb to the top. It is 4pm in the afternoon
when I reach Broad Peak. 8047 metres. I look at the view which many before me
had seen. When you are alone in the solitude your thoughts are different. More
than at any other time in my life I start to miss the companionship of another
human being with whom I can share my happiness at my success on standing on
the summit of the 12th highest mountain in the world. One has to learn how to
cope with loneliness. I take some pictures. I collect some stones and then start my
descent carefully. I must first get to the col safely. I reach it at 5.40pm. Since there
is the possibility of reaching the base of the wall in one day I stop for just a short
time. I say goodbye to my friends who are going to spend the night at Camp 3 and
thank them once again for their cooperation.
Because of the heavy snow the going is very slow and I lose a lot of time. I am
very tired but cannot stop to refresh myself. I mark every step by hitting my boots
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with my ice-axe to warm my feet. At Camp 3 one of the Swiss climbers offers me a
wonderfully strong cup of coffee and very sweet. I reach Camp 2 in just one hour
and in the dark. I make some tea and have some of our reserve food. I feel a little
stronger and am now ready to complete the rest of the descent, a mere trifle of
1500m. By the light of my head lamp I go down very quickly but cautiously and
with great concentration. I finally reach the glacier where our tent is next to the
wall. Inside the tent everything is as it was when I left this morning. Nothing has
changed. Only it is as if the world has become a little brighter....
Summary

0.20 - departure (4900m)
2.00 - I omit Camp 1 (5800m)
4.00-4.40 - Camp 2 (6550m)
8.00-10.00 - Camp 3 (7200m)
14.00-14.15 - on the col (7800m)
16.00-16.20 - on the Summit (8047m)
17.40 - the col
19.00 - Camp 3
20.10-20.40 - Camp 2
22 .30 - back again in the tent

